
 

 
 
 

Chef Feker’s Poached Chicken 
 

My friends, here is a very simple yet amazing poached chicken recipe that will do two things. It will make an unforgettable 
chicken for salads and pastas and it will create an amazing chicken broth that you can freeze and use as you wish.   

~Chef Michael Feker 

 
**************************************************** 

POACHED CHICKEN 
 
Ingredients 
1 whole organic chicken (giblets removed) 
1 stalk of celery, roughly chopped  
1 small carrot, roughly chopped  
1 small onion, roughly chopped with skin  
5 cloves of garlic with skin smashed 
1 bay leaf  
1 bunch of parsley (Italian) 
Pinch of sea salt and pinch of pepper 
 
Directions 
Put the parsley, bay leaf, garlic, onion, carrot, celery and whole chicken in an eight quart pan. Cover with water and add salt 
and pepper. 
 
Bring to a boil on medium high heat, then lower the heat to a very low simmer and cover the pan. Cook chicken covered for 
20 minutes. 
 
Turn the heat off and let chicken cool in the liquid for 30 minutes.  
 
Transfer the chicken to a cutting board and reserve the liquid to make a broth. Bone and skin the chicken and cut the meat 
into one inch cubes.  
 
Return the bones and skin into the broth. Bring to a boil, reduce heat to a simmer again and cook the broth until liquid is 
reduced by half. 
 
Turn off the heat and let rest. Once cool, strain into a clear container. 
 
Once the grease rises to the top, degrease the top of the broth, divide into two batches and freeze. 

FoodSense with Chef Feker 

About Chef Michael Feker 
Michael Feker is a passionate man who spreads that passion and joy of cooking and eating 
healthy meals through his roles as chef, restaurateur, television personality, culinary 
schoolteacher, culinary director and consultant, caterer, and cooking demonstration chef. 
Meet Chef Feker www.cheffeker.com and learn about his two restaurants, Zesti and Il Mito. 
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